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What this Session Is About

What is next for FirstNet? 

How long will it take to get the system up and 

operating on a national basis? 

How will voice services be integrated into FirstNet and 

how will that impact existing Land Mobile Radio 

systems? 

How to keep LMR funding coming during the FirstNet 

process, who will make the final decision to turn off 

LMR, and when, if ever 
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Agenda

The birth of FirstNet

Five long years of preparation and work

The contract award

The timing going forward

States: opt in or opt out

Opt-in Plus

Rural coverage: How to secure more

Mission Critical PTT over FirstNet, really?

Devices

Applications 

Conclusions
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The Birth of FirstNet

Interoperability issues have plagued Public Safety for more than 40 years

9/11 and Katrina brought interoperability to public’s attention

11 years ago Morgan O’Brien, Nextel co-founder, talked about a nationwide 

broadband network exclusively for Public Safety at IWCE

10 years ago work to convince Congress, the Executive branch, and the FCC 

began to gain momentum

– Public Safety Alliance was formed

– Supported by both AT&T and Verizon

February 2012 the Middle Class Tax Relief Bill of 2012 was passed and signed 

into law

– Title VI of the bill created FirstNet, $7 billion in funding, and a little money for NG911

FirstNet was supposed to have been an “independent authority” under NTIA and 

Department of Commerce  
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The Longest Five Years

FirstNet’s first year included miss-steps, accusations of wrongdoing, firing of 

contractors, and more

– NTIA did not want to be touched by any of this so circled its own wagons

FirstNet lost a year but came back and got to work

FirstNet hired capable (mostly) people who care about Public Safety

State’s consultations were started and ramped up quickly 

FirstNet was hampered in its ability to move fast because of federal rules and 

regulations

FirstNet RFP for a partner was finally released

Bidders responded (3 total)

One disqualified bidder sued the federal government tying up the award for 

months

Award was finally approved by the FirstNet Board on March 28, 2017
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The Contract Award

March 28, 2017, FirstNet Board of Directors votes to award the RFP

March 30, RFP contract is signed by U.S. Department of Commerce, FirstNet, 

and AT&T, the successful bidder for the 25-year contract

The cost to AT&T to build the network and operate it for 25 years is estimated to 

be about $40 billion

AT&T is permitted to charge first responders and to use the spectrum on a 

secondary basis for its own customers 

This is a partnership between Public Safety, FirstNet, and AT&T (I hope it works 

that way!)

AT&T sweetened the pot with the following offer to Public Safety:

The day after a state’s governor opts in to FirstNet, the entire AT&T network 

becomes available to all Public Safety users in that state AND the network will offer  

priority for Public Safety users and full pre-emption by Q4 of 2017
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AT&T and Its Partners (so far)
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The Timing Going Forward

FirstNet and AT&T must deliver coverage plans to all states, tribal nations, and 

territories within six months

– Information supplied by FirstNet says draft plans in June, final plans by October

FirstNet has stated preliminary plans should be delivered this summer

Once a state opts in AT&T can start building out band 14 network

Devices can be provided by AT&T

Pricing for Public Safety users established

Network scheduled to be built out over a 48-month period

Should not take that long for the original network

A portal will be provided for local network management of devices and other 

network functions

Patience is required—this network won’t be built in a day, it won’t be perfect 

once it is in place, and it will be added to over time to make it even better
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States: Opt In or Opt Out, That Is the Question

Once state plans are delivered

– State governor has 90 days to opt in (FirstNet builds out state network)

• It should be noted that 36 states and 3 territories are electing governors this year, six states’ governors 

have reached their term limits—including California 

– Or opt out (state is responsible for build-out and operation)

– Opt-out means negotiating with 3 separate federal agencies

• FCC must approve technical aspects of the plan to ensure it is 100% compatible 

• NTIA can issue a grant of funds (80% federal, 20% state) for network construction

• FirstNet and opt-out state must enter into a spectrum lease agreement

It is rumored that one FirstNet RFP losing vendor has been

– Making statements about the money states can make with FirstNet spectrum and that they can 

use this money for anything they want (WRONG!)

– Saying it can provide a better network than FirstNet and AT&T have promised

Some states have already issued RFPs for comparative pricing and services to 

measure against what FirstNet and AT&T will be offering
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QUESTIONS THAT SHOULD BE ANSWERED

(IN WRITING BY YOUR VENDOR)

Before a state opts out
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Political Questions to Ask

Political Questions

Is your vendor using high-profile political operatives rather than fact to try to 

influence your decision?

Has your state been told that if you opt out there will be funds made available to 

the state that can be used for state expenditures that have nothing to do with the 

network? 

Will the state’s final decision be based on the needs of Public Safety or will it be 

based on some perception or promise of windfall profits?

If your state opts out, exactly what will your particular responsibility/cost/risk be in 

assuring your Public Safety responders that their equipment is fully compatible 

with FirstNet in the event they have to travel to another state or if others respond 

to an event in your state? And are you convinced your vendor has the resources 

to assure this interoperability?
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Financial Questions (one)

Does your state have enough Public Safety users and will there be 

sufficient demand for use of the secondary spectrum from existing 

commercial network operators within your state to fund the build-out, 

operation, and enhancement of the network in your state for the next 30 

years? 
– If the answer is yes, have you been promised a windfall or other payment that does not meet 

the letter of the law that created FirstNet if you opt out? 

– If no, will the vendor or the state be liable for the shortfall year over year for the next 30 years? 

Once the network is built out and there are coverage issues or areas 

where more capacity is required, will your vendor work with the state 

and/or local jurisdictions to add to the network to provide the required 

coverage and capacity?
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Financial (two)

What provisions in the vendor’s contract will guarantee your state 

receives network upgrades as required by FirstNet over the life of the 

network?

Who will be responsible for paying for these network upgrades?
– Will the upgrades be done at the same time and coordinated with FirstNet in order to maintain 

full network compatibility? 

How long has the vendor been in business? 

If the vendor fails to deliver or goes out of business, who 
– Owns the equipment installed in your state? 

– Will take over operational aspects of your portion of the network?

What is its current and projected financial situation both generally and as 

it relates to FirstNet?

Will an opt-out vendor provide a 100% performance bond on  your project?
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Operational Questions

How will your portion of the nationwide network access the FirstNet 

resources that will be available to those that opted in?
– Provisioning and decommissioning devices on the network 

– Local control over your portion of the network that meets with FirstNet guidelines

– What will be your choice of devices? 

• The same as the opt-in states are offered?

Your state vendor will be providing only the Radio Access (RAN) and 

backhaul portion of the network, will it certify it is and will remain 100% 

compliant with the FirstNet nationwide network? 

How will your Public Safety users be able to access true pre-emptive 

priority on your state’s portion of the network and how long will it take to 

gain this type of access? 
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Vendor Questions

How many cellular networks has your vendor built or supervised being built? 

How many cellular networks does it presently operate? 

For how many cellular networks does it provide maintenance and service?

Once the network is built who will be operating the help desk and what type of 

support services will be offered? 

If a problem that may be related to an issue outside the state’s network 

develops, how will it be resolved and how quickly? 

Who, in fact, will be responsible for the ongoing operation and upgrading of the 

state’s network? 

Will the vendor’s RAN be fully integrated with the network monitoring test and 

trouble-shooting software used by FirstNet so problems can be identified and 

rectified quickly?
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To Protect Your State: Add This to your RFP/RFQ

“Has the offeror (including any subsidiaries of the 

offeror or partnership corporations of the offeror) 

ever been contracted, sub-contracted, or otherwise 

received government funding (grants, etc.) to 

design, engineer, deploy, and/or manage a wireless 

broadband network within the past ten years?  If so, 

please provide details of the project/program, 

including final outcomes and/or current status of 

the project/program?”
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Opt-In Plus

Opt-in Plus is a way to ensure your state, territory, or tribal nation has the ability 

to add to the network that is built out by AT&T within your state

No state plan will be perfect—the object is to fill in coverage and increase 

capacity over time

There are a multiplicity of ways to do this

The object of the Plus is to reach an agreement with FirstNet/AT&T that permits

– States to add network RAN, backhaul locations as needed and approved by AT&T

– Counties and cities to also add to coverage and capacity of the system after it is built out

– Provide better coverage in rural areas—see section on rural coverage

FirstNet work will be evolving and enhanced during the 25-year contract period

States, counties, and cities need to be in a position to influence and expand the 

network as well as FirstNet/AT&T
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RURAL AMERICA

Better coverage in 
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What Congress/FirstNet Require for Rural Coverage

Congress included wording in the law to ensure that rural areas receive 

the same type of network attention that metro and suburban areas receive

Congress hammers FirstNet on rural coverage at every hearing

RFP requires that 15% of rural coverage is provided by rural telcos in 

partnership with AT&T

RFP defines 3 types of rural areas

– Areas along major highways and roads which must be covered

– Rural population centers which must be covered

– Rural/wilderness areas which can be covered on an as-needed basis

This is one area where Opt-In Plus can be of real assistance
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Rural County Issues for FirstNet

There are 3184 counties and county equivalents in the United States

Only about 50% of these counties can support FirstNet

What is meant by “support FirstNet?”

The issue is that 50% of the U.S. counties

– Cannot financially support the FirstNet costs to build out and operate the network

– Do not have enough first responders

– Have no demand for use of secondary spectrum—carriers have plenty available for the county

Entire states meet this criteria—for example New Hampshire

– 83 counties none of which can support FirstNet

– Other states that might surprise some of you will not be self-supporting either

What can be done to improve rural coverage and reduce costs in a given 

county?
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Some Rural Solution Ideas

In addition to FirstNet and AT&T there are at least 15 federal grant programs 

designed to provide rural coverage

There are less expensive technology solutions than a full-up cell site

FirstNet/AT&T bring both bandwidth and capacity for

– Non-Public Safety mobile broadband services

– Non-Public Safety fixed broadband services 

Until now there has been no focal point for all of the grants from all of the 

agencies

A county can partner with those interested in broadband for other reasons

– Medical, educational, and many more

Solving rural coverage is good for Public Safety, and it is good for elected 

officials who can claim they deserve the credit for making it happen!
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MISSION CRITICAL PUSH-TO-TALK OVER LTE

Today—an oxymoron!
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Mission Critical Push-To-Talk

Two parts make up Mission Critical PTT

– The 3GPP standard (presently being revised)

– A mission-critical network to run the PTT over

Today FirstNet has neither

What about the future?

– It is possible that both the network and the standard will someday provide true mission-critical 

capabilities

– It won’t be when the standards and technology folks tell us it is ready

– It WILL be when the Public Safety community embraces PTT over LTE and trusts lives to it

Until that time PTT over LTE is a great platform for interoperability

– At incidents that include multiple agencies that do not have common LMR radios

– At an incident that includes multiple jurisdictions with no common LMR radios

LMR is not and should not be considered “end of life” for a very, very long time!
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What LMR Has that LTE Does Not

LMR systems provide multiple degradation options, LTE today NONE

Simulcast reverts to repeaters and then reverts to simplex

Trunked systems revert to repeaters then to simplex

Repeater systems revert to simplex

LMR radio features graceful degradation

LTE networks offer no fail-safe or degradation options today

– They will in the future and FirstNet will as it is being built

There is a real question whether LTE networks will ever support off-network, talk-

around, simplex, peer-to-peer, one-to-one, and one-to-many communications
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APPLICATIONS!

This network is all about
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The Network Is a PIPE!

The network itself is not what FirstNet is all about

The actual network is a pipe, another pipe in addition to the LMR pipe now in use

It is the content and applications that will run across this new pipe that will make 

it so valuable to the Public Safety community

What types of applications will we see?

– Field reports, accident diagrams and reports, inspection reports, patient reports

– Dispatch-related applications

– Incident-related applications for incoming units—building plans, locating fire hydrants, electrical 

controls, haz-mat materials, and much more 

– Video to and from the field—routine, high-value, and more

– Fingerprints, facial recognition, and more crime scene information

– Applications we have not even thought about before

Some of the best applications in use on today’s commercial networks have been 

written by first responders to make their jobs easier—watch this space!
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DEVICES

What is coming in the way of 
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Devices Expected to be Available Day One
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Tablets, LTE-only devices, LTE devices with Bluetooth to talk to LMR 

devices, combination LTE and LMR devices, and then ?



Devices

Different devices for different types of Public Safety users

– Administrative—smartphones only—no LMR radio

– Chief Officers—smartphone with LTE PTT tied into existing LMR network, usually no LMR radio

– Mid-Level Officers—removable tablet in car for incident command functions plus LMR mobile 

and portable

– Mid-Level Officers—hardened smartphones with LTE PTT services onboard plus LMR mobile 

and portable

– Feet on the Street—hardened LTE-only devices to supplement LMR radio 

LTE will NOT provide talk-around or in-building simplex capabilities for many 

years if ever

New devices capable of both LMR and LTE will be forthcoming

Many device vendors do not understand the need for one-handed operation

Will voice command and control work well enough in the field? (future)
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CONCLUSIONS

And finally
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FirstNet

Will NOT replace Land Mobile Radio anytime soon!

Is another tool for Public Safety to use to communicate more effectively

Highest and best use will be for data and video

It will not be perfect when first built out

There will be lots of roaming between AT&T commercial networks and FirstNet 

for 4 or 5 years

AT&T has promised full pre-emption access to its entire network by Q4 2017

FirstNet will prove its value over time 

Acceptance of FirstNet could be slow in coming

Departments could start using it from the top down

Better coverage will make it better

Many different devices will come to market in the first two years and beyond
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Working with FirstNet and AT&T

Opting out of FirstNet does not make sense to me

– Better to accept what FirstNet will bring to the party and make sure changes can be made

Opt-in Plus is my recommendation

– What FirstNet offers plus

– State, county, and local jurisdictions’ add-ins and add-ons

– Additional federal funding to increase coverage in rural America

– Expanding partnerships to include medical, education, and other interested parties

Once your governor has opted in you will have access to

– The entire AT&T network with priority first and then full pre-emption

– As band 14 is built out devices will move to FirstNet but still be able to roam on rest of AT&T 

network

The FirstNet/AT&T deployment will take time—3 to 5 years and even then there 

will be additions and changes

No wireless network has ever been completed on time
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Final Comments

Patience is a key to success with FirstNet

There will be issues, delays, operational snafu’s, but it will be built

This is the largest public/private partnership ever attempted

This is a partnership not only between FirstNet and AT&T but also the entire 

Public Safety community

Some suggestions

– Don’t blame the network for lack of coverage/capacity in the early days, it will get better

– Make sure your folks are trained in the use of FirstNet

– FirstNet is not only data to the vehicles, which is being done today, it is also data to the boots 

on the ground, there will be a learning curve

– During incidents the most important function of the network will be to provide information to 

those in the field not so much to collect it from the field

– LMR voice is not going away, learn to use both types of communications and understand which 

one is better suited for what types of tasks!
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FirstNet has come a long way in 5 years but still has a long way to go!


